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EXACT SOLUTIONS OF QUASIELASTIC
PROBLEMS OF LINEAR THEORY OF

VISCOELASTICITY AND NONLINEAR THEORY
OF V.V.MOSKVITIN VISCOELASTICITY FOR
MECHANICALLY INCOMPRESSIBLE BODIES

AbstractIn the paper we cite theorems that by ful�lling the condition of mechanicalincompressibility of a material reduce the problem of nonlinear theory of vis-coelasticity with V.V.Moskvitin determining equations to the problem of phys-ically nonlinear theory of elasticity of rheonomical bodies. Under the notedcondition the represented theorems allow to reduce the problem on linear theoryof viscoelasticity to the appropriate problem of elasticity theory. The suggestedtheorems are illustrated on an example of problems.
1. Statement and solution of the general problem. Give the statementof a quasistatic problem of nonlinear theory of viscoelasticity with V.V. Moskvitindetermining equations [1] for mechanically incompressible bodies

2G0eij = f (�+) sij + tR
0 � (t� �) f (�+) sijd� ; � = 0; (1:1)

or
sij=2G0 = ' ("+) eij � tR

0 L (t� �)' ("+) eijd� ; � = 0; (1:2)
and �ij;j + Fi = 0; �ijlj jS� = Ri; uijSu = uoi; (1:3)

"ij = (ui;j + uj;i) =2 or "ij;kl + "kl;ij = "ik;jl + "jl;ik: (1:4)
Here i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3; ui; "ij ; �ij are the components of permutations, defor-mation and stress, respectively; eij = "ij � "�ij ; sij = �ij � ��ij ; " = "ij�ij=3;� = �ij�ij=3; �ij are Kronecker symbols; "+ = (2eijeij=3)1=2; �+ = (3sijsij=2)1=2;G0 = const is an instantaneous shear modulus of a material; f; ' are the functionsof nonlinearity of a material; � (t) and L (t) are mutually-resolvent kernels; Fi andRi are volumetric and surface forces, respectively; u0i are boundary permutations.The following theorems holds.
1. Theorem 1. Problem (1.1), (1.3), (1.4) has the following solution.
ui = u0i + tR

0 � (t� �)u0id� ; "ij = "0ij + tR
0 � (t� �) "0ijd�; �ij = �0ij ; (1:5)

where the quantities u0i; "0ij ; �0ij are the solutions of the following problem of the theory

of nonlinear elasticity of mechanically incompressible bodies

2G0e0ij = f ��0+� s0ij ; �0 = 0; (1:6)
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�0ij;j + Fi = 0; �0ijlj jS� = Ri; ulijSu = u0oi � uoi � tR

0 L (t� �)u0id� ; (1:7)
"0ij = �u0i;j + u0j;i� =2; "0ij;kl + "0kl;ij = "0ik;jl + "0jl;ik: (1:8)

Here we adopt the following denotation
e0ij = "0ij � "0�ij ; s0ij = �0ij � �0�ij ; "0 = "0ij�ij=3; �0 = �0ij�ij=3; �0 = 3"0;

"0+ = �2e0ije0ij=3�1=2 ; �0+ = �3s0ijs0ij=2�1=2 :Theorem 2. Problem (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) has the following solution

ui = u00i ; "ij = "00ij ; �ij = �00ij � tR
0 L (t� �)�00ijd�; (1:9)

where the quantities u00i ; "00ij ; �00ij are the solutions of the following problem of the

theory of nonlinear elasticity of mechanically incompressible bodies

s00ij=2G0 = ' �"00+� e00ij ; �00 = 0; (1:10)
�00ij + Fi + tR

0 � (t� �)Fid� = 0; (1:11)
�00ijlj jS� = Ri + tR

0 � (t� �)Rid� ; u00i jSu = u0i; (1:12)
"00ij = �u00i;j + u00j;i� =2; "00ij;kl + "00kl;ij = "00ik;jl + "00jl;ik: (1:13)

Here we denote
e00ij = "00ij � "00�ij ; s00ij = �00ij � �00�ij ; "00 = "00ij�ij=3; �00 = �00ij�ij=3; �00 = 3"00;

"00+ = �2e00ije00ij=3�1=2 ; �00+ = �3s00ijs00ij=2�1=2 :The proof of theorems 1 and 2 are carried out by direct substitution of formulae(1.5) and (1.9) into appropriate relations.Theorems 1 and theorems 2 are also valid for f = 1, ' = 1 that holds in the caseof the theory of linear viscoelasticity.
2. Examples. a) Pure bending of a straight beam. Accept that x3 is anaxis of a beam, x1 and x2 are principal central inertia axes of cross section whosearea will be denoted by F . Move up x1 in tension �bers, then x2 will be a neutralaxis. Lateral side of the beam is free from external forces and mass forces are absent.Let the moments M (t) equal in size and apposite in sign and whose plane of actioncoincides with the plane x1x3 be applied on the ends of the beam.Assume that beams material is mechanically incompressible and its propertiesare expressed by the laws of the theory of nonlinear viscoelasticity (1.1). And theproblem on de�nition of components of stresses �ij and strains "ij is formed fromrelations (1.1), from the �rst relation of (1.3), the second relation of (1.4), the �rstboundary condition (1.3), where S� is taken as a lateral surface. Here Ri = 0. To
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these relations we add a boundary condition that should be satis�ed on the ends ofthe beam M (t) = R

F �33x1dF (2:1)
Now, use formulae of (1.5). In this connection, relation (1.1), the �rst relation of(1.3), the second relation of (1.4) and the �rst boundary condition (1.3) are reducedto corresponding relations (1.6)-(1.8). Condition (2.1) is written in the followingform: M (t) = R

F �033x1dF (2:2)
Let for the material of the beam a non-linearity function f (�+) = A��+ be foundexperimentally, i.e. the constants A and � are known.Let's solve the problem composed of (1.6), the �rst and second relations of (1.7),the second relation of (1.8) and relation (2.2). Represent the stress components �0ijin the form

�011 = �022 = �012 = �013 = �023 = 0; �033 = C (t)x1=(1+�)1 (2:3)
where C (t) is still unknown function, � is the known constant of the material.Stress components satisfy the �rst two relations of (1.7) for Fi = 0, Ri = 0 thatcorrespond to the conditions of our problem.And satisfaction of condition (2.2) leads to the relation

M (t) = C (t) RF x 2+�
1+�dF � C (t) I:

Hence C (t) = M (t) =I. Consequently,
�033 = M (t)I x1=(1+�)1 : (2:4)

It is easy to de�ne �0 = �033=3; s033 = 2�033=3; �0+ = �033; s011 = s022 = ��033=3;s012 = s013 = 0, where �033 is represented by formula (2.4). Allowing for these relationswe �nd the strain tensor components "0ij by equations (1.6)
"033 = A3G0 M

1+� (t)I1+� x1; "011 = "022 = �12"033; "012 = "013 = "023 = 0 (2:5)
It is easy to check that the found components "0ij identically satisfy six straincompatability equations (1.8). After determination of �0ij and "0ij by formulae (1.5)we �nd the desired components of stresses �ij and strains "ij that arise in straightbeam made of physically nonlinear viscoelastic material under pure bend:

�11 = �22 = �12 = �13 = �23 = 0; �33 = M (t)I x 1

1+�1 ; (2:6)
"33 = Ax13G0I1+�

�M1+� (t) + tR
0 � (t� �)M1+� (�) d�� (2:7)

"11 = "22 = �12"33; "12 = "13 = "23 = 0 (2:8)
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Solution of (2.6)-(2.8) coincides with the solution of the considered problem ob-tained in [2] in another way. It is also easy to verify that components of stress (2.6)and strain (2.7) and (2.8) satisfy all necessary equations and boundary conditions.Therefore, they are exact solutions of the considered nonlinear problem of viscoelas-ticity under conditions of power dependence of nonlinearity function and mechanicalincompressibility of beam's material.
b) Plane deformation of a hollow thick walled cylinder by internalpressure. A hollow thick walled cylinder of internal radius a and external radius bis under the action of internal pressure p (t). Mechanical properties of the cylinder'smaterial are described by the equations of non-linear viscoelasticity of incompressiblematerial (1.2). Radial stress �r, peripheral stress �', corresponding deformations"r,"' and permutation u (plane deformation) arising in the cylinder by (1.2), (1.3)and (1.4) satisfy the relations:
�' � �r2G0 = ("' � "r)' ("+)� tR

0 R (t� �) ("' � "r)' ("+) d� ; � = 0; (2:9)
@�r@r = �' � �rr ; �rjr=a = �p (t) ; �rjr=b = 0; (2:10)

"r = @u@r ; "' = ur ; "z = 0: (2:11)
By formula (1.9) the problem (2.9)-(2.11) is reduced t the following problem:

�00' � �00r2G0 = �"00' � "00r�' �"00+� ; �00 = 0; (2:12)
@�00r@r = �00' � �00rr ; �00r jr=a = �

�p (t) + tR
0 � (t� �) p (�) d�� ; �00r jr=b = 0; (2:13)

"00r = @u00@r ; "00' = u00r ; "00z = 0: (2:14)
Problem (2.12)-(2.14) is a particular case of problem (1.10)-(1.13)We represent the nonlinearity function ' �"00+� where
"00+ = p23

h�"00r � "00'�2 + "002' + "002r i1=2in the form of the power function: ' �"00+� = B �"00+��. We use (2.14) fromincompressibility condition �00 = 0 or "00r + "00' + "00z = 0 and get:
u00 = c (t)r ; "00r = �c (t)r2 ; "00' = c (t)r2 ; "00+ = 2p3 c (t)r2 ; (2:15)

where c (t) is a still unknown function. Allow for (2.15) in the �st equation of (2.12)and determine the expression �00' � �00r by the function c (t). Using the obtainedexpression in the equilibrium equation (2.13) and a boundary condition for r = awe determine the components of �00r
�00r = 2�+2BG0c1+� (t)3�=2 (2� + 2)

�a�2��2 � r�2��2�� �p (t) + tR
0 � (t� �) p (�) d�� : (2:16)
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We use boundary condition (2.13) for r = b, from (21.6) �nd the unknownfunction c (t)

c (t) =
8>>><
>>>:
(2� + 2) �p (t) + tR

0 � (t� �) p (�) d��
�2=p3�� 4BG0 (a�2��2 � b�2��2)

9>>>=
>>>;

1=(1+�)
: (2:17)

Allowing for (2.17) in (2.16) we determine the quantity �00r :
�00r = b�2��2 � r�2��2a�2��2 � b�2��2

�p (t) + tR
0 � (t� �) p (�) d�� : (2:18)

Now, using (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18), from the equation (2.9) we �nd �00':
�00' = (2� + 1) r�2��2 + b�2��2a�2��2 � b�2��2

�p (t) + tR
0 � (t� �) p (�) d�� : (2:19)

Permutation u00, deformations "00r ; "00' are determined by formulae (2.15) withregard to (2.17). Consequently, w found exact analytic solution of problem (2.12)-(2.14). Now using formulae (1.9) we determine the desired solution of problem(2.9)-(2.11)
�r = b�2��2 � r�2��2a�2��2 � b�2��2 p (t) ; �' = (2� + 1) r�2��2 + b�2��2a�2��2 � b�2��2 p (t) (2:20)
After determining �r and �', stress �z is found on the basis relations of plane

deformation of incompressible material: �z = 12 (�r + �'). Strain components "'and "r are determined on the basis of the second formula of (1.9)

"' = �"r = 1r2
8>>><
>>>:
(2� + 1) �p (t) + tR

0 � (t� �) p (�) d��
�2=p3�� 4BG0 (a�2��2 � b�2��2)

9>>>=
>>>;

1

1+�

(2:21)

We can �nd permutation u from the second formula of (2.11): u = "'r, where "'is represented by the formula (2.21). The solution of (2.20)-(2.21) coincides with thesolution of the considered problem obtained in [1] by another method. Alongsidewith this we can see by direct substitution that formulae (2.2)-(2.21) is the solutionof problem (2.9)-(2.11).
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